
Lightning 368 Noble Marine Inland Championship 2018 – Chase Sailing Club, 

Chasewater. 

A glorious Autumn Sunday greeted the LN fleet as it arrived at Chasewater on Oct 7th, and whilst not 

a breath stirred the water the forecast was hopeful for the start of racing at 11am. 

Race 1.  

As the fleet launched, a few of our larger members fears were evident, as the breeze was light at 

best and the smiles on the fleets very own Princesses of Power – Penny and Caroline, were like a 

couple of Cheshire Cats. 

The start was tight and inevitably Penny and Caroline showed their Light wind skills rounding the 1st 

mark together in what was to be a nip and tuck battle for the whole Race. 

Further back the fleet had split in 2 with, Matt and Jeremany battling for 3rd and the remainder of 

the battleship fleet hoping the breeze would pick up. 

Penny continued to lead throughout the length of the race, looking like she’d finally got the upper 

hand and enough of a gap as they entered the final leg. However, Caroline never gives up and picked 

the shift to take the race just before the line. A creditable result and also finishing 2 & 3rd in the 

Solution race that started 5 minutes before us. 

The breeze had increased from a wheeze to just about able to blow up a paper bag, and this saw the 

rest of the fleet start to settle, Simon, Bryan, Ian and Jason had separated themselves and were 

starting to chase down Matt and Jeremy, who were engaged in a battle for 3rd which was slowing 

them down. 

Simon lead the group, with Bryan and Ian just behind at the start of the final lap. He and Ian went 

high whilst Bryan & Jason went low, which turned out to be the better line as the wind shifted and 

saw them take Ian and Simon, and Jason sailing through Bryan to gain 3 places on the leg.  However 

it was not enough to close the gap to Jeremy and Matt who finished just ahead in 3rd & 4th with Jason 

5th. 

The Fleet headed back to shore for Lunch and the hope the building breeze was not going to 

disappear by the time they came back out. Hope was obviously high as the amount of Stew and 

Bread consumed by those who didn’t need it was as epic as ever, and a big thanks to the Chase 

galley crew for feeding us so well. 

RACE 2. Wind and the promise of some serious hiking was on the cards. How would this affect the 

front of the fleet and change the overall results??? 

With a distinctive port bias off the line the fleet on Starboard, all jostled for position on the line, 

except for Jason who crossed the back of the fleet on port to hit the line at speed and gain an early 

advantage on the windward leg. However arriving at the mark, he realised he’d forgot the coarse 

and was going to round the wrong way. Trying to correct he stranded and dropped from the lead to 

8th, with Penny gaining the most from the now large mark and sailing into a commanding lead, 

followed by Jeremy and Simon. 



Meanwhile the rest of the fleet were being educated in some more fruity nautical terms from Jason 

as they took up the chase. 

Penny continued to benefit from Simon and Jeremy’s Mk3 vrs Mk1 battle as they fought each other 

around the course, with Simon using his balance (lol) to pass on the downwind legs and Jeremy his 

superior pointing to reverse that upwind and Penny’s lead just continued to build and she sailed 

serenely into the distance. 

Meanwhile Jason had got his bearings sorted and sailed through to 4th and was on the sterns of 

Simon and Jeremy, with Caroline having recovered from a terrible start chasing the 3 down as the 

winds began to shift and lighten in the 2nd half of the race. 

In these conditions following too closely can be an issue, which Jason experienced as the wind 

lightened and the dirty air from Simon and Jeremy left him stranded coming into the next mark, and 

Caroline bearing down on him. 

Further down Matt was picking his way through Ian and Bryan whilst Stephen and John had their 

own private battle for the back of the fleet, which John using his considerable years of experience 

was ultimately to win. 

As Penny crossed the line to take the championship lead, Jeremy continued to show his superior 

upwind skills and edged out Simon for 2nd. 

Caroline had passed Jason on the previous run and looked to be heading for 4th. However Jason had 

crossed the course and had a great beat hiking hard into the line, whilst Caroline got an unfortunate 

series of shifts as she approached the line which stalled her progress and resulted in her being 

pipped at the death. 

RACE 3.  Everything to play for, with Penny in the Driving seat and Caroline and Jeremy needing to 

pull something out to challenge for the title, saw the scene set for the final race of the day. 

A good clean and even start was made by the whole fleet in what was now a great breeze with every 

one hiking (or leaning heavily in some cases) hard down the first beat. The fleet spilt to either side of 

the beat with Jason, Penny and Matt crossing the leg to come in on a port tack whilst the rest sought 

to come in on starboard.  

Matt, Penny and Jason were racing close, but with the cleaner air Jason managed to pull a couple of 

boat lengths clear as they approached the mark, which was just at the edge of the interference from 

shoreside trees, and saw the wind drop and shift on approach.  

Jason was high enough to sail around the mark with the rest of the fleet just behind…. However, 

with the shift and light breeze at the mark the fleet stalled a little and by the time they had rounded 

it, Jason was a 100mtr ahead, in clear air and desperately trying to remember which way he needed 

to go. Fortunately the Solutions had the same course so he hadn’t to rely entirely on his memory. 

Behind the fleet had sorted itself out and Penny and Caroline were at the head of the chasing pack 

with Simon and Jeremy in close attendance, whilst the rest had dropped back during the confusion. 



Jason proceeded to do what Penny had in the previous race and sail away from those following who 

were engaged in their own battles. 

Caroline had moved into 2nd and despite Penny’s best efforts continued hold the position as the race 

progressed. 

Meanwhile Simon and Jeremy were resuming their ding dong, with pond sailor Jeremy continuing to 

frustrate Simon’s efforts to break away. All this allowed Matt, who has finally realised it was time to 

start racing, to whip past them and reduce their hopes of a podium finish. 

At the front Jason crossed the line for 1st with Caroline not making any mistakes to let Penny in,  

taking 2nd, and thus the championship on count back. 

A great day was had by all, with lots of close racing within the fleet. Thanks to Chase Sailing club for 

hosting and feeding us, the race officers for the great courses under trying wind conditions and huge 

congratulations to Caroline Hollier, our 2018 Noble Marine Inland Champion.  

Jason Gallagher 

 

  

 



 


